2014 silverado door

Asked by Nut Dec 24, at PM. Nut answered 3 years ago. Thanks I'll check that later. Just asking
because it's the drivers rear door with latch and window issue and then the passenger front
door with just window issue. Vickie answered 2 years ago. Warranttk answered 2 years ago.
What was the out come of this? My just stared doing the same thing. Door says it's open and
rear window doesn't work. Sounds like this should have been a recall. GuruW7T95 answered 2
years ago. GuruWD answered 2 years ago. Does anyone have an solution for this. I just tore the
door apart and changed the for the latch. No luck. GuruTTBF8 answered 2 years ago. I have a
Silverado as well with the same issue. Checked all the fuses, but no luck I narrowed the issue
down to a wire that had come loose from the harness inside rubber boot. It was a solid black
wire that broke fee from the plug where the harness plugs into the body of the truck. Pull the
rubber boot free from truck body to expose the plug of the wiring harness, there should be a
hinged clip that flips up purple on my truck flip it up and the harness should pull freely from
truck body. The wire in question was the second one up from the bottom, I believe it is one of
the wires that supply power to the window motor, it is a heavier gauge than the one above it and
had completely broke fee of harness. I was able to jam it back into place for now. This solved
the issue with the dash indicator and dome Lights staying on as well as the window in that door
now works. I plan on soldering it back into place when I get home. It is a relatively easy fix if you
are handy with a soldering iron. I'm having the exact same problem. The engine light came on,
then the rear drivers side door light came on for door ajar. I thankfully was able to shut lights off
with the upper light switch but now I have no command start, no interior lighting and dash
board is lit up with door ajar, and engine light. Took it to dealership. This includes the 2. So
thank you Jeff. Hopefully we solved my issue. GuruQ8NX6 answered about a year ago. I just
fixed my wife's Silverado drivers rear door with this problem and found a broken green wire and
several others shaft and breaking in two. I was able to repair it with one butt connector and
some liquid tape then raped it in electric tape. Chevy put a cap on the door side of the wire
harness that stopped the wires from being able to move and causes the wires to break. The big
black wire broke off of the harness of mine just like jeffsoucek said. It looked like the zap strap
holding all the wires together might have been the cause. Going to try soldering the wire back in
tomorrow. So the black wire in question broke off of the harness so we ran a wire through it and
connected it on both sides. Problem solved, passenger rear window working and door open
signal off. If we had a connector for the wire to re-connect into the harness that would've been
easier but didn't have the part. Hope this helps. You'll know if it's the black wire because when
you take the boot off it'll be loose. GuruFXD77 answered 10 months ago. Paul answered 4
months ago. I have the same issue where the connector itself has broken. So far I've not been
able to locate a replacement pin. Can anyone provide a lead on where to find this? I ended up
connecting the big wire directly to the other side bypassing the pin. Worked like a charm!
Guru9D9X32 answered 3 months ago. My wire on was broke in half in the middle of the boot
between door and body.. Replace the entire door assembly. Now back to normal. Phatboy83
answered 3 months ago. Guru9Z5JW6 answered 2 months ago. Anyone know the part number
for the pins to replace them or add new ones into the plugs. Silverado ac not working. Replaced
the compressor and belt, recharged system and still blowing hot air. Have a silverado and I keep
losing power. Can jump in the morning will start fine all day let it sit overnight and nothing.
Checked all fuses for parasitic drain couldn't find anything. Hi, I am having an issue with a
Honda Odyssey. Wife was driving and the right rear door came open. I started looking at it and
the power to the door did not Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does
not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. You can read more here and make your
cookie choices. By continuing to use this site you agree to us doing so. Report Follow. Mark
helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. CarGurus Experts. Find
great deals from top-rated dealers Search. Asked by Nut Dec 24, at PM. Nut answered 3 years
ago. Thanks I'll check that later. Just asking because it's the drivers rear door with latch and
window issue and then the passenger front door with just window issue. Vickie answered 2
years ago. Warranttk answered 2 years ago. What was the out come of this? My just stared
doing the same thing. Door says it's open and rear window doesn't work. Sounds like this
should have been a recall. GuruW7T95 answered 2 years ago. GuruWD answered 2 years ago.
Does anyone have an solution for this. I just tore the door apart and changed the for the latch.
No luck. GuruTTBF8 answered 2 years ago. I have a Silverado as well with the same issue.
Checked all the fuses, but no luck I narrowed the issue down to a wire that had come loose from
the harness inside rubber boot. It was a solid black wire that broke fee from the plug where the
harness plugs into the body of the truck. Pull the rubber boot free from truck body to expose
the plug of the wiring harness, there should be a hinged clip that flips up purple on my truck flip

it up and the harness should pull freely from truck body. The wire in question was the second
one up from the bottom, I believe it is one of the wires that supply power to the window motor, it
is a heavier gauge than the one above it and had completely broke fee of harness. I was able to
jam it back into place for now. This solved the issue with the dash indicator and dome Lights
staying on as well as the window in that door now works. I plan on soldering it back into place
when I get home. It is a relatively easy fix if you are handy with a soldering iron. I'm having the
exact same problem. The engine light came on, then the rear drivers side door light came on for
door ajar. I thankfully was able to shut lights off with the upper light switch but now I have no
command start, no interior lighting and dash board is lit up with door ajar, and engine light.
Took it to dealership. This includes the 2. So thank you Jeff. Hopefully we solved my issue.
GuruQ8NX6 answered about a year ago. I just fixed my wife's Silverado drivers rear door with
this problem and found a broken green wire and several others shaft and breaking in two. I was
able to repair it with one butt connector and some liquid tape then raped it in electric tape.
Chevy put a cap on the door side of the wire harness that stopped the wires from being able to
move and causes the wires to break. The big black wire broke off of the harness of mine just
like jeffsoucek said. It looked like the zap strap holding all the wires together might have been
the cause. Going to try soldering the wire back in tomorrow. So the black wire in question broke
off of the harness so we ran a wire through it and connected it on both sides. Problem solved,
passenger rear window working and door open signal off. If we had a connector for the wire to
re-connect into the harness that would've been easier but didn't have the part. Hope this helps.
You'll know if it's the black wire because when you take the boot off it'll be loose. GuruFXD77
answered 10 months ago. Paul answered 4 months ago. I have the same issue where the
connector itself has broken. So far I've not been able to locate a replacement pin. Can anyone
provide a lead on where to find this? I ended up connecting the big wire directly to the other
side bypassing the pin. Worked like a charm! Guru9D9X32 answered 3 months ago. My wire on
was broke in half in the middle of the boot between door and body.. Replace the entire door
assembly. Now back to normal. Phatboy83 answered 3 months ago. Guru9Z5JW6 answered 2
months ago. Anyone know the part number for the pins to replace them or add new ones into
the plugs. Silverado ac not working. Replaced the compressor and belt, recharged system and
still blowing hot air. Have a silverado and I keep losing power. Can jump in the morning will
start fine all day let it sit overnight and nothing. Checked all fuses for parasitic drain couldn't
find anything. Hi, I am having an issue with a Honda Odyssey. Wife was driving and the right
rear door came open. I started looking at it and the power to the door did not Content submitted
by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should
not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus
Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies.
You can read more here and make your cookie choices. By continuing to use this site you agree
to us doing so. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional.
Related Questions. CarGurus Experts. Find great deals from top-rated dealers Search. A wide
range of body styles, an overhauled interior and a lineup of powerful and fuel-efficient engines
make the Chevrolet Silverado a solid pick in the full-size pickup class. Most people buy a
full-size pickup truck with the idea that they can drive it every day and use it for heavy lifting
and hauling when the need arises. That latter requirement necessitates some muscle.
Traditionally, you'd pass on the pickup's base V6 engine and spring for a substantially stronger
but thirstier V8. But lately, automakers have been beefing up their trucks' V6 engines. Now
Chevy has joined the party. As such, one of the best things the redesigned Chevrolet Silverado
has going for it is something the outgoing version lacked: a competitive V6 engine. Of course,
the Chevrolet Silverado still offers V8 power as well, and they're burly 5. But for those who'd like
the big Silverado's generous passenger and cargo space and whose hauling and towing
requirements aren't as severe, the new 4. It makes horsepower and pound-feet of torque, and
can tow up to 7, pounds when properly equipped. Fuel economy ratings are impressive as well,
with an estimated 18 mpg city and 24 mpg highway. In addition to the more potent V6 engine,
the latest Chevy Silverado benefits from a diet as well. The new regular cab model with the V6
and a 6-foot, 6-inch pickup bed, for example, weighs fewer pounds than its predecessor. Other
enhancements include revised suspension tuning for a smoother ride, forward-hinged rear
doors on extended cab models they were awkward, reverse-opening half doors previously and
newly available safety features such as a forward collision alert system, a lane departure
warning system and trailer sway control. Meanwhile, the Silverado's exterior design doesn't
stray far from tradition. A massive new grille, revised bumpers and more sculpted styling down
the side give it a more modern, almost aerodynamic look, but it retains the square-jawed,
all-business look of previous Chevy Silverados. Those who regularly haul a lot of people and
cargo will be pleased to know that the Silverado crew cab now offers a 6. Inside, Chevrolet has

upgraded the Silverado's upholstery, dash and door-panel materials and now offers an 8-inch
touchscreen display with the brand's MyLink infotainment interface and smartphone
integration. All told, the Chevrolet Silverado is fully competitive with its longtime and similarly
well-rounded rivals, the Ford F and Ram as well as the Toyota Tundra. This is especially true
now that Chevy offers a V6 engine that promises ample performance along with good fuel
economy. As such, your choice of a full-size pickup may come down to feature availability or
even styling preference. Body styles include regular cab, extended "Double" cab and crew cab.
Regular cabs can be had with either a 6. Extended cabs come with the 6. Regular cabs are
limited to the base Work Truck and midlevel LT trims. The LTZ piles on chrome trim, inch alloy
wheels, remote starting, power folding mirrors, a power sliding rear window with defroster, a
tilt-and-telescoping steering wheel, an auto-dimming rearview mirror, a rearview camera, a volt
power outlet, dual-zone automatic climate control, leather upholstery, heated eight-way power
driver and passenger front seats, driver-seat memory settings and an 8-inch touchscreen
display for the MyLink interface. In addition to the LTZ features, the High Country includes a
unique grille, inch wheels, front and rear parking sensors, cargo box tie-downs, a power sliding
rear window, a Bose audio system , way power front seats and ventilated front seats. The Z71
trim, which is added atop the LT or LTZ, features off-road-oriented hardware such as special
shock absorbers, a heavy-duty air cleaner, hill descent control, underbody shields, recovery
hooks and a few unique exterior and interior styling tweaks. Many of the features on the upper
trim levels are offered on the lower ones as options while other available features depending on
the trim level and configuration include towing packages, various axle ratios, a power sunroof,
side steps, parking sensors, a navigation system and a rear-seat entertainment system with a
Blu-Ray player. Notably, the Max Trailering package features an integrated trailer-brake
controller, heavier-duty suspension calibration and a higher-capacity radiator. Another key
option group is the Driver Alert package that features lane departure warning, forward collision
alert, safety alert seat and front and rear parking sensors. There are also the All Star Edition,
Texas Edition and Custom Sport Edition, whose highlights depending on the package include
inch wheels, one of the available towing groups, remote starting, a power driver seat, a rearview
camera and, of course, unique badging. Standard on all but the LTZ trims is a 4. As with all
other Silverado engines, it comes matched to a six-speed automatic transmission and either
rear-wheel or four-wheel drive. Maximum towing capacity, when properly equipped and
depending on body style, can range up to a generous 7, pounds. The 5. Properly equipped,
trucks with this engine can tow up to 11, pounds. With rear-wheel drive, the EPA says
Silverados with the 5. Standard safety features include antilock disc brakes, traction and
stability control, front and rear-seat side airbags, and side curtain airbags. Also standard is
OnStar, which includes services such as automatic crash notification, roadside assistance,
remote door unlocking and stolen vehicle assistance. Options include a rearview camera, front
and rear park assist and a suite of driver aids that include lane departure warning and forward
collision alert. In government crash tests, the Silverado earned a top five-star rating , with five
stars awarded for both total frontal-impact safety and total side-impact safety. During Edmunds'
braking test, a Silverado Crew Cab 2WD came to a stop from 60 mph in feet, a good
performance for this type of vehicle. The Chevrolet Silverado's new V6 provides ample thrust
and is light-years ahead of the old V6 not only in terms of power and performance but
refinement as well. Another indication of this engine's all-around legitimacy is that it is available
in all trim levels rather than relegated only to work truck variants, as was the case with the old
V6. As you'd expect, the 5. More seamless than ever, however, is the fuel-saving cylinder
deactivation system, which swaps between V8 and V4 modes with complete transparency. The
six-speed automatic provides smooth and timely gearchanges in normal driving. But despite the
pull of the Silverado's huskier new engines, we've noticed that there's still too big a gap
between the transmission's gear ratios when towing. There are rumors of an upcoming
eight-speed transmission -- it would be a welcome addition. That said, we've towed a trailer with
an 8,pound load with a Silverado equipped with the 5. Overall ride and handling dynamics are
noticeably improved over the old truck. The Chevy Silverado feels robust structurally, yet most
versions are compliant and comfortable over broken pavement, though the stiffer ride on trucks
with the Max Trailering package can grow tiresome. The Silverado is also very quiet, with road
and wind noise both minimal even at freeway speeds. The Chevy isn't exactly agile around turns
and there's plenty of body lean if you push it harder, as you'd likely expect. But in normal
driving it feels confident enough and the steering is well-weighted. Off-road, the Silverado
shudders less when bouncing around on rocky trails, exhibiting better composure than ever
before. With this redesign, all-new cab structures bring improved structural stiffness and
crashworthiness to the model. Chevy also improved the cabin quality on lower trims, where
materials and build quality are both notably better. There are also more bins and cubbies than

before and LTZ trims have up to five USB ports to keep all your devices charged and happy. The
MyLink system features an 8-inch touchscreen, straightforward menus and effective voice
command interface, although sometimes the system can be slow to respond to inputs. With a
choice of bench or buckets depending on trim level up front, as well as available heating,
ventilation and adjustable lumbar support, the Silverado's thickly padded seats promise plenty
of long-trip comfort. Gone are the awkward reverse-opening rear doors of the previous
extended cab; the newly minted double cab has traditional forward-hinged doors. The new
cabin also rides on improved body mounts for reduced noise and vibration, while clambering
into the bed is made easier by clever steps and handholds built into each rear corner. There was
cause for consternation when the Chevrolet Silverado pickup made its first auto show
appearance in Detroit earlier this year. It was given barely a mention at GM's press conference
before being shoved awkwardly into GM's booth like last week's bagels. It gave the impression
that the company wasn't confident in its new full-size baby. We now know that with the
Silverado, GM is lifting a page out of Porsche's playbook. No, Chevy's full-size pickup isn't
getting a flat-6 in the bed. Rather, the new Silverado is an example of GM honing the core values
of its most important model, resulting in a new version that makes purposeful, measured yet
undeniably tangible improvements over the outgoing model. Evolution, not revolution. Sound
familiar? New Cabins, Familiar Size At first blush, the overhauled Chevrolet Silverado doesn't
look all that different from the version. But when we examined the new truck side by side with
the old one in truck-loving San Antonio , the differences became obvious. The old truck's slab
sides are gone, and the new truck's wall-o'-chrome front-end treatment and bulgy-er hood make
it look extroverted by comparison. All-new cab structures for the three configurations standard,
double and crew cabs bring improved structural stiffness and crashworthiness to the model.
The cabs' basic dimensions are unchanged since they ride on the same frame geometry as
before strategic regauging of the frame's steel has shed some 33 pounds. Gone are the
awkward reverse-opening rear doors of the previous extended cab; the newly minted double
cab has a traditional B-pillar layout to help the truck meet upcoming side-impact and rollover
standards. All doors are now inset into the body rather than overlapping the roof, a move that
makes for a quieter truck. The new cabin also rides on improved body mounts that further hush
things up, and clambering into the bed is made easier by clever steps and handholds built into
each rear corner. Crew cabs now have the option of a longer 6-footinch bed in addition to the
standard short bed, and there are a variety of axle ratios available ranging from 3. Direct
Injection for the Masses Its engine lineup, too, has been thoroughly massaged. The
bread-and-butter 5. A new 4. Later this year, a range-topping 6. Don't be fooled by their
carryover displacements. All engines in the Chevy Silverado are members of GM's new Gen 5
small block family, called Ecotec3, which shares its fundamental architecture with the outgoing
Gen IV but has almost no parts in common. A primary goal of the Gen 5 engine family is to
boost efficiency, so the engines sport direct injection and cylinder deactivation. Elsewhere,
efficiency gains were found in the new body's improved aerodynamics and, predictably, by
ditching hydraulically assisted steering in favor of electric power steering. And the results? So
far, the only fuel economy data released for the Silverado is for the 5. It may not sound like
much of a difference in absolute terms, but it is a meaningful gain on a percentage scale.
Top-Shelf Refinement All those efforts to reduce noise have paid off. In practice, the new
Silverado exhibits impressive refinement, with road noise snuffed out and only a whisper of
wind noise at freeway speeds. It's a genuinely civilized cabin, probably the quietest in the
full-size pickup business according to our eardrum dynos. And the electric steering is
well-weighted and natural enough that nobody will mind its lack of feel. The suspension
geometry has been carried over, though tuning changes were implemented to take advantage of
the stiffer cab structure. Front springs are stiffer, stabilizer bars are larger and the dampers
were revalved. As a result, the new truck feels robust yet compliant, capable and comfortable. It
shudders less when bouncing off of rocky trails, maintaining better composure than ever.
Throttle tip-in is a bit softer than we remember from the previous truck, and there's still a bit of
shake in the steering when you give it the beans. More seamless than ever, however, is the
cylinder deactivation system, which swaps between V8 and V4 modes often and with complete
transparency. Meanwhile, the 4. Another indication of this engine's all-around legitimacy is that
it will be available in all trim levels rather than relegated only to work truck variants, as was the
case with the old V6. The sole transmission available in all Chevrolet Silverados is the six-speed
automatic carried over from the outgoing truck. It's a respectable and capable gearbox, but the
ratio jumps are still too wide when towing, despite the huskier new engines. The anticipated but
not confirmed by GM brass upcoming eight-speed transmission will be a welcome addition.
All-New Interior Cabin materials have been upgraded in many areas, and there are noticeably
more bins and cubbies in the new truck. A vast array of equipment is available, from a factory

spray-in bedliner, lane departure warnings and forward collision alerts that can, thankfully, be
switched off to a trailer brake controller, a Z71 Off-Road package and beyond. Higher trim levels
also offer the impressive new MyLink multimedia interface, sporting a clear, sharp 8-inch
display and intuitive screen flow. And because touch-sensitive screens aren't always the best
think bumpy roads there are redundant knobs and buttons, as well as a truly effective voice
command interface. We towed an 8,pound skid-steer with a 5. More Truck, Same Money Crew
cabs will be the first to launch, available sometime this month, while the V6 rolls in shortly
thereafter. There are a few adjustments up and down when it comes to equipment, but no real
"gotchas" to speak of. That's welcome news considering the bump in civility and capability
garnered by the Chevrolet Silverado. Loyalists to the brand will welcome the new truck with
open arms, as it is demonstrably better than the outgoing Silverado in every meaningful way.
Whether it's enough to fend off the accomplished new Ram and EcoBoost-havin' Fs among
cross-shoppers is a matter that will take time to sort out. Edmunds attended a
manufacturer-sponsored event, to which selected members of the press were invited, to
facilitate this report. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Shop Edmunds' car, SUV, and truck
listings of over 6 million vehicles to find a cheap new, used, or certified pre-owned CPO
Chevrolet Silverado for sale near. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then
select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near
you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Chevrolet
Silverado Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car
buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out
Chevrolet lease specials Check out Chevrolet Silverado lease specials. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Transmission
ratios too widely spaced for optimal towing performance. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP
Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Redesigned for , the
Chevrolet Silverado benefits from weight reduction and a lineup of new, more fuel-efficient
engines including a now-competitive V6. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Good for
miles, then it's a vibrator with no fix. Bought this new Silverado 2. Within miles, it started to
vibrate on all roads at all speeds. After 5 trips to the shop, 3 failed fixes, a service manager that
acknowledged the problem and said he had a friend with the same problem, 4 calls to GM, GM
said "It's normal, there's nothing more we can do". It's not normal to feel like every road is a
gravel road. And if you search the internet, you'll find s of others reporting this same problem.
GM refused to do anything further, so I took a little loss and traded for a Dodge Ram Couldn't be
happier. GM has a big problem here, doesn't know a solution, and is in complete damage
control at this point. Read less. I've had my Silverado for 9 months now and have had a long list
of issues. Numerous recalls. Had an engine misfire at miles. Had to replace number 8 cylinder
coil which had a history of misfires. Driver side door actuator went out and had to be replaced.
The day after I got the truck back less than 24 hours later the front passenger side door actuator
went out currently at dealership writing review while its being fixed. When punching the gas the
1st to 2nd gear shift is very rough. Transmission guy at dealership said that's normal which I
don't believe. Currently ongoing issue. Really hope GM reads this and contacts me. After what I
spent on truck I shouldn't be having issues. Update a couple years later. Can honestly say after
owning for 3 years I will never purchase another Chevy or GM product. I've had 14 recalls on
this vehicle since I purchased brand new. On top of the issues discussed above I had my truck
taken in for transmission problems and after 2 "diagnoses" that they couldn't replicate I finally
told them I would not pick up the truck until it was fixed. Amazing that when I drove it with a
texhnician I was able to replicate the problem but they couldn't. Ended up my torque converter
failed a long with a few other things. Only took me going up to Chevy 6 times over the span of 3
years for them to finally fix it. Leather inside the truck also is cracking already. First time and
will be the last owning a GM. Between the dealerships and customer service they are a joke.
Loved it at first I loved this truck at first. I'm starting to have several issues of major concern.
My truck starts very hard in cold weather. Several revolutions of the engine before it'll fire up.
Getting worse. I also have a distinct coolant smell coming from the truck after it's gotten warm.
There is a vibration I've noticed at freeway speeds in the drivetrain that's starting to drive me
nuts. I also have to bring the truck into the dealer for 2 recalls. My windshield has cracked and I
don't believe it's anything that I've done. GM spec'd the glass too thin to save weight??? The

truck is a bit jerky to drive through various speeds. Just took my Silverado in today because of
an "Engine Misfire" I only have miles on it, and do not feel very happy at this time. I have
learned from reading other forums that I'm not the only who has this problem. There are some
real horror stories going around that GM might not really have fix!!!. The problem started when I
came to a stop. A real hard down shift hit first followed by the motor started to miss like it
jumped timing. The check engine light started to blink constantly and the Track Light came on. I
know we have GM customer service people on this forum so I would like to see what they have
to say. However I don't want the standard responsive of take it to the dealer. See all reviews of
the Used Chevrolet Silverado Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety
scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 7 reviews. Sponsored cars
related to the Silverado Sign Up. Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine
and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. One Owner! Low Mileage! Cruise Control! Backup
Camera! Bluetooth Phone Connectivity! Usb Ports! Steering Wheel Mounted Controls! Recently
inspected and serviced by our professional technicians here at Junction Auto Family. Call for
your free vehicle history report. The Junction Auto Family is a fifth generation family owned
dealership doing business locally for 89 years!! No Problem fast approval guaranteed!!!! All
vehicles priced to sell fast. Phone connectivity. Full inspection performed by our technicians.
Visit Contact us today to schedule a test drive. COM for more information. We have the area's
largest selection of pre-owned vehicles at the lowest prices available, over in stock to choose
from! Financing for all credit tiers and extended warranties available. Please contact our sales
department for more information about this vehicle or the rest of our inventory. Call , view our
website Open 7 days a week! The look is unmistakably Chevrolet, the smooth contours and
cutting-edge technology of this Chevrolet Silverado LT will definitely turn heads. More
information about the Chevrolet Silverado The full-size pickup truck segment has never been
more popular, or more competitive. With its Silverado , Chevrolet has staked its claim once
again as king of the hill. The new Silverado boasts a refined level of comfort, sophistication, and
brute force now found in trucks from Ford and Ram, specifically in the all-aluminum range of
engines, where Chevy has laid claim to the most fuel-efficient V8 found in a full-size truck. In
fact, at 23 mpg on the highway, the 5. Add in the fact that Chevy managed to make so many
innovative changes while keeping the base price steady, and it's no surprise that the new
Silverado is a hit. Interesting features of this model are best fuel economy of any V8 pickup,
Improved interior with added comfort and convenience, extensive features and options, and
best-in-class tow ratings We look forward to seeing you soon! Please call us for more
information at or text us any time at !! Customer First award recipients represent our dealers
who have achieved the highest level of customer experience in the 5 areas of Performance
Measures, Process Validation, Employee Survey, Training Certification, and Faculty
Certification. It has a new engine with only 63K mileage with Two years warranty. All Star
Edition Engine; 5. Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and
forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and
conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. This vehicle is AutoNation Certified
and includes the following: Thorough pt. See dealer for additional details. Disinfectant methods
or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent
transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Handle any terrain with ease thanks to this grippy
4WD. Whether you're on a slick pavement or exploring the back country, you'll be able to do it
with confidence. A Chevrolet with as few miles as this one is a rare find. This Silverado LTZ was
gently driven and it shows. Marked by excellent quality and features with unmistakable refined
leather interior that added value and class to the Chevrolet Silverado LTZ. Since , Doug Henry
has offered an unrivaled experience by treating our guest the same way we would like to be
treated when buying a car. We listen when our customers talk, and we heard that people dislike
the back and forth and wasted time in dealerships trying to get the best deal. We give a fair, best
offer to purchase your car, valid for 5 days, even if you don't buy ours. We will write a check to
purchase your car right on the spot. We pride ourselves on providing a Fast, Fair and Friendly
buying experience. Just 1 hour drive in from Raleigh and the Virginia border. Read our reviews
and see what others are saying about us. Want to see this car? Visit the URL above and
schedule a test drive brought to your driveway. All cars are disinfected. List prices do not
include taxes, registration, Shift Service fee, or optional Vehicle Protection Plan. AutoNation
Hyundai has a wide selection of exceptional pre-owned vehicles to choose from, including this
Chevrolet Silverado This Chevrolet Silverado LT is for the discerning driver who demands the
utmost of his vehicle. This vehicle comes with 4WD for better traction on unstable surfaces, like
snow and dirt to give you the edge over anything you might encounter on the road. With
complete records on this pre-owned vehicle, you'll have peace of mind and the satisfaction in
knowing your new purchase is safe and reliable. Odometer is miles below market average! But

keep it. Load your family into the Chevrolet Silverado ! Everything you need in a truck, at a price
you wouldn't expect! Top features include cruise control, a rear step bumper, heated door
mirrors, and 1-touch window functionality. Our sales reps are knowledgeable and professional.
They'll work with you to find the right vehicle at a price you can afford. Stop in and take a test
drive! This Chevrolet Silverado 4dr LT features a 5. It is equipped with a Automatic
transmission. The vehicle is White with a Gray interior. It is offered As-Is, not covered by a
warranty. When you do business with Todd Wenzel, we want you to have a premium experience;
that is why we offer the Todd Wenzel Platinum Rewards Program to our customers. You can
expect to receive VIP service like free multi point inspections and on demand courtesy vehicles
at no charge. It's that simple. Learn more at toddwenzelplatinum. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for
sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and
Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 22, Manual 5. Cylinders 8
cylinders 19, 6 cylinders 2, 4 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added
listings. Listings with recent price drops. Price Drop. Know The Deal. No accidents. Showing 1 18 out of 24, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Good for miles, then it's a vibrator with no fix.
Bought this new Silverado 2. Within miles, it started to vibrate on all roads at all speeds. After 5
trips to the shop, 3 failed fixes, a service manager that acknowledged the problem and said he
had a friend with the same problem, 4 calls to GM, GM said "It's normal, there's nothing more we
can do". It's not normal to feel like every road is a gravel road. And if you search the internet,
you'll find s of others reporting this same problem. GM refused to do anything further, so I took
a little loss and traded for a Dodge Ram Couldn't be happier. GM has a big problem here,
doesn't know a solution, and is in complete damage control at this point. Read more. Read less.
Sign Up. The Chevrolet Silverado full-size pickup is completely redesigned for Chevy says it is
"new from hood to hitch? The new trucks also include three new all-aluminum EcoTec3 engines
-- a V6 and two V8s -- with cylinder de-activation, direct injection and variable valve timing. As a
result, each produces more power and torque than the units they replace. Chevrolet claims the
new hp 5. A quieter, more comfortable, more technologically advanced cab is also new, as is
revised steering, suspension and brakes and a new cargo management solutions in the bed.
Close this Model value: The full-size pickup truck segment has never been more popular, or
more competitive. With its Silverado , Chevrolet has staked its claim once again as king of the
hill. The new Silverado boasts a refined level of comfort, sophistication, and brute force now
found in trucks from Ford and Ram, specifically in the all-aluminum range of engines, where
Chevy has laid claim to the most Read more The full-size pickup truck segment has never been
more popular, or more competitive. The new Silverado boasts a refined level of comfort,
sophistication, and brute force now found in trucks from Ford and Ram, specifically in the
all-aluminum range of engines, where Chevy has laid claim to the most fuel-efficient V8 found in
a full-size truck. In fact, at 23 mpg on the highway, the 5. Add in the fact that Chevy managed to
make so many innovative changes while keeping the base price steady, and it's no surprise that
the new Silverado is a hit. Close this Model overview: As in years past, the new Silverado is
available in several different configurations to suit every need. Whether in 2-wheel or 4-wheel
drive form, in regular cab, double cab or crew cab, short box or long, there's a Silverado that
fits. All-new interiors include an upright instrument panel and 6-gauge cluster, along with
several interior storage solutions. The new Chevrolet MyLink provides Read more As in years
past, the new Silverado is available in several different configurations to suit every need. The
new Chevrolet MyLink provides quick and easy connectivity through the latest voice
recognition software, whether on the job or on the town. The 4. Cabins are stronger and quieter
too, thanks to high-strength steel construction and shear-style body mounts to help tune out
noise and vibration. Double cabs and crew cabs utilize hydraulic body mounts to further isolate
the cabs. Beneath the cabin, the Silverado features electric power steering and a revised front
and rear suspension with wider wheels, for better handling and a more comfortable ride.
Four-wheel disc brakes with Duralife rotors greatly improve brake feel an increase brake life.
Buyers have a choice of three new all-aluminum "EcoTec3" engines to power their Silverado.
Each features direct injection and variable valve timing, as well as Active Fuel Management
cylinder de-activation, allowing the engines to run efficiently on just four cylinders when
conditions allow. The base 4. The 5. Silverados equipped with the V6 can two up to 7, pounds,
which is tops for any base V6 in the segment. When equipped with the 5. All Silverado engines
are mated to a six-speed automatic transmission. The Silverado comes in seven distinct trim
levels. Two work trucks include 1WT and 2WT, each with the 4. LT models will feature the 8-inch
color touchscreen, EX-Lift tailgate, inch aluminum wheels and trailering package. LTZ models
also feature the larger touchscreen but add the 5. Z71 trim can be paired with either LT or LTZ
models and comes with enhanced off-road capability through Ranch monotube shocks, hill

descent control, all-terrain tires, fog lamps and a d locking rear differential. Finally the Silverado
High Country will hit showrooms later in the model year as a fully loaded truck. Close this
There's a problem loading this menu right now. Would you like to sell products for this vehicle
on Amazon. Learn how. About This Vehicle Model strengths: Improved interior with added
comfort and convenience; best fuel economy of any V8 pickup; extensive features and options;
best-in-class tow ratings. The new trucks also include three new all-aluminum EcoTec3 engines
-- a V6 and two V8s -- with cylinder de-activation, Read more. Close this. The full-size pickup
truck segment has never been more popular, or more competitive. As in years past, the new
Silverado is available in several different configurations to suit every need. There's a problem
loading this m
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enu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Skip
to main content. Exterior Accessories. Mirrors Exterior Mirrors Towing Mirrors. Interior
Accessories. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life.

